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Grant us goodness we ask you God in heaven above,
Where you lord are present and all of earth is built on love;
Where the world is full of peace and plenty and all live life alive,
And two can join together and take the family for a drive.

  

Grant us goodness, heavenly father to share to joy of creation,
To take us to a land and place far away, born of right relation;
Give us peace to understand the possible good on earth,
Where life returns to the living, and death dies to breath the birth.

  

Grant us goodness and make things worthwhile each time,
Where logic lives in the heart of common sense in rhyme;
When peace is in the valley and mountains move for men,
And love is always giving and getting is with the pen.

  

Grant us goodness for all the best things we do in life,
And lead us out of temptation, to live and keep out of strife;
Show us peace and mercy and the grace that leads to faith,
Tell us of you untold wealth when God holds the key to health.

  

Grant us goodness in the heights of heaven, hell is in the bin,
And truth is in forgiveness and forgetting all of the sin;
Show us the promise of a positive future and knowing how to live,
Let me lead the life I want, learning to read and give.

  

Grant us goodness and the peace of mind with everything right,
Give us the knowledge of kindness and a kingdom being kind;
Let us understand how to achieve what experience is,
And let me be her and let him get a give the love of his.

  

Signed,
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God's Wife
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